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FIRST SNOWFALL OF

Murray State To
Open Baskeball
„Season Tuesday

•

4ALS

Leah and chiland Todd. of
the guests of
0 B. ()mein
Earl Lash.

Faculty Fellowship
Dinner Will Be Held

Hazel damp 138
WooGmen To Meet

Dr. H. C. Chiles
Patient Here

'Mars Craft Ts
Corrected And
Locked On Star

Hazel Camp 138 of the Woodmen
The Faculty Fellowship Dinner, of the World will nave a family
prepared each year for the faculty night dinner at the cafeteria of
and administration personnel of the Ht.zel School on Thursday, DeMurray State College, will be held cember 3. at 6:30 p. m.
on Saturday evening. December 12..
The Mr. Woodmen award and a
at the South Side Restaurant, at Citizenship plaque will be present6 o'clock. This event is planned ed at the meeting.
each year by the Murray College
Field Representative T. C. Collie
Chaplains' Association, and feat- will install the new officers. Naure, an outstanding theologian as tional Director Waylon Rayburn
speaker.
and Max B. Hurt will be present.
The speaker this year will be Dr.
renes—Evans. former pastor of the
First Presbyterian Church of Hollywood. California, and now a notid lecturer. Dr. Evans is also ate
th:r of several books, including
"Youth Seeks a Master;" "The
Kiqgdom is Yours;" and "Make
Mrs. Halite Hogiemod passed
Your !Stith Work." He has spolten , away this morning at 3:10 at the
at more than three hundred , home of her daughter, Mrs. E. M.
schools, colleges, and universities Stokes and Mr. Stokes on South
both at home and abreact.
13th Street in Murray.
During the next few days, a
The deceased was 86 years of
consulate* of the college chaplains
and interested faculty members age and had lived most of her life
will contact college me-Fennel to In Paducah, but had made home
place reservations for the dinner. here in Murray for the pad several years. She was a member of
a Paducah Baptise Church where
shi• taught Sunday School fur many
years.

N ARRIVES

SE

Dr. H. C. Chiles,' pastor of the
eirst Baptist Church, is a patient
e the Murray-Calloway County
:to:vital after being taken ill while
conducting a series of revival services at a Baptist Church in Catlettsburg, Ky. '
The local minieter was returned
tb Murray and is now in isolation
at the hospital pendirg a diagnosis
of his illness.
Dr. Chiles and his wife reside
on Elm Street in Murray. They
have one daughter, Mrs. Robert'
Humphreys of Fort Thomas.
Rev Jack Jones preached at
the two Sunday services for the
church yesterday.

By DOUGLAS DILTZ

trASADENA. Calif. tUP!t — The

736 Die Over
The Holidays

Home Of Gladys
Jones Is Damaged

Seen & Heard
Around
MURRAY

-

Explorers Have Full Program Last Week ith
Glamour Panel,Gun Safety Talk, And Film

1

Calloway countians woke up this ling Green, compared with 19 demorning to a shivering 12 degrees I grees at Lexington, 17 at Cincinand a snow covered ground. It was nati and 24 degrees at London.
a light snowfall but it was the first
The U. S. Weather Bureau said
one of the year.
the snow probably would end toPresenting somewhat of a haz- day, but that more cold weather
ard, the snow and sleet covered was coming.
several areas in town where the
Lows of 5 to 8 degrees were
sun failed to melt it or the strong predicted for south-central
and
failed ea-blosse it Dem western Kent-welt_ Tuesday morn
rffie
ing, and near zero temperatures
The cold was made more intense in ether portions of the state.
because yesterday the day was
warni;s
Hazardous
driving
fairly balmy with a warm winter were universal across Kentuc ,
min cutting through the November and many city commuters were
chill. Last night however winds late to work as traffic crawled arose about 7:00 p. m. arid tempera- long slick thoroughfares.
tures fell rapidly fiele the high
Louisville had 10 crews out at
of yesterday's 52 degrees to a bone midnight laying salt and cinders
chilling low of 11 degrees last at danger spots.
night.
The wintry weather forced can1. t
The reading this morning was cellation of today's nine-race proalso 11 and the mercury rase grud- gram at Latonia in northern Kengingly by mid-moraing it register- tucky, which is in the midst of the
ed 14 A low of 5 above zero is ex- latest season of Thoroughbred racpected for bright with the ther- ing ever held in Kentucky.
mometer staying in the low 20's for
Workmen toiled all night trythe day.
ing to get the racing strip into
condition, without success. • United Press International
Frank E. Tours, executive vice
The first covering snowfall at president, said the Kentucky Racthe season in Kentucky coated ing Commission would be asked
streets and reads in many parts of to grant Latonia an additional day
the state with ice early texiay, pro- on the end of the meeting, now
ducing harrarcisius • driving condi- scheduled to close Dec. 12.
tions
The cold wave came out of the
Snow was an inch or more in northern plains, where it hung all
depth in northern and eastern day Sunday, then dumped one to
Keirtukeeeffiie morning, and was five inches of ShOW on Iowa and
continuing to fall in the gestern central Illinois before moving into
ant-as.
the Ohio Valley.
lItetesi Itgntucky had ler
Weathes tormenters said
the
snow 7 htit colder temperatarte, Wednesday outlook was for Inwith 5 a m, readings of 13 degrees ! reusing cloudiness arid a little
at Paducah and 17 degrees at Howl- warner

Mars-bound U. S. spacecraft Mariner-4 "locked" onto the bright
star Canopus with its electronic eye
early today in a trick maneuver
Murray State Basketball Coach ton. Johnson average 164 points
which stopped the craft's roll in
doesn't
,
and
last
year's
really
13_8
rebounds
for
Cal Luther says he
space.
Racers
Pendleton
and
Namciu
know what to expect of the ThorOn the fourth try in three days,
oughbrede when they open their both averaged 13.3 points.
the spacecraft designed to take
season tomorrow night, against i
close-up photographs of the soThe other two Racer starters
Arkansas State at Murray
called red plant achieved the camwill
be
Herb
McPhearscie
a
sophoknow we're not as fad as we
era-aiming operation. The 575more, at forward, and either Benhave been the last few seasons,
pound craft's telescopic television
nie
Goheen
or
Butch
Hill.
both
end I don't see how we can rea.imera and other scientific instruse0'a.
niors.
at
the
other
guard
spot.
bound as well, but I believe we'll
we'
ments needed to be aimed in the
39 points as a
a better *sooting team,- Lte G°heen averaged
right direction foe its July rendezreserve last season, Hill 2.4.
ther said
vous with Mars, scientists said.
Three regulars from lust year's
Scientists at the California InArkansas -State will have four
By United Press International
OVC champion-hip team will form darters from last season, when
dilute of Technology's Jet ProThe nation's traffic toll for the
the nucleoue of this season's ver- the Indians split two games. with
pulsion Laboratory JPL) here said
Thanksgiving weekend rose steadsion of the Thoroughbreds Stewart the Racers. Heeding the list will be
the command to "lock- onto Cano- ily
today but the final 'count a-as
Johns:sae ell OVC center, will re- AleAmeriea Jerry Rook, State's
pus was sent at 2:57 a. m. 'PST/
expected to be less teen- teat for a
'turn as well as forward John all-time leading !scorer Rook ay5:57 a. m. tESTt.
non -holiday November weekend.
Hamm and guard Gene Pendle- , raged 253 points last season. John
Three minutes iatec, instruThe toll was boomed by 50 trafmerge at the JPL command center fic
Dickson. 6-9 center, also rattier*,
_deaths in New York, a record
Survivors include her daughter,
confirmed the feat by the intens- for, that
as well as guar& Jack Hays and
state since World War II.
Mrs. Stokes: son-in-law. Mr.
of
light
David Markovich Dickson averagThe holiday counting period beStokes; grandson and his wife. 14
recorded'
an
er.
launched
from
ed 155 points net year.
Cape gan at 6 p. m. local time
The home of Gladys Jones, just
Gene and Nancy Hogwood, and a
WednesKennedy. Fla., last Saturday, was day and
'ehe Racers beat State 92-03 at off north Second street, was damended at midnight Sungreat grandson, Steve Hcgwood,
359.850 miles from earth and its day
Murray lad season but lost 85-74 aged by fire shortly after noon toall of Evanston, Ill
velocity relative to earth was 74,at Joneetoro.
day
With deaths reports still coining
Theliturray freshmen will play
The fire damage was centered
Funeral arrangements are in- 000 miles per hour when the ma- in, the United Press Interrvational
lambuth College in a preliminary around the nee in the attic Con- complete, but friends may' call at newer took place
count showed at least 552 persons
"Now that it has locked onto killed in
. game at 6 p m The varsity game tents of the home were damaged the Roths Funeral Home in Patraffic mishaps during
the star we can plan a mid -course the 102-hour
will get underway at 8
extensively by water and 'mike. ducah
holiday period.
maneuver, which sheultetake place
The hreakdor;
Ins few clays:: a elPL spokesmen
R•member back hi
said
Traffic*
. 552
evervone eve eoreielkai
-The function of the mid-course
Fees
h.•W hit it was
— 48
maneuver is to refine the flight
path of the spacecraft to Mars. Ti
Planes
---21
'
current flight pelt W/OleiCi ewes
The fifth governor or' Kentucky,
)4iscellaneaus
115
Mars by 150,000 miles,- the spokeswee General Charles Scott who
Christmas party for needy children nuirrung Dec 27 to !upend three man added "A new course would
Illy Cleo Sykes
yea elected in 1808 He was a weTotal
736
Steve Douglas will be Committee days with an Explorer Post there bring it to the mission objective
dier Virginian, fifth er ri Britain
Explorer Poet 45 Was host feel
of within 8,000 miles frorn the surTexas; followed New York with
General
Braddock's expedition about 25 guests at the Freshman Chairman: For the Klonekke Derby Th
e in I,eisanon unface"
40 traffic deaths. There sere 38
and represented Woodford Ceunty Des_e_Q ewe it the Feet meshes in January Sammy Knight is Chairbay
evening
and
wal
spend
the
man For Scout week activities
Scientists noted that this was in California, 25 in Illinois, 24 in
in the Virginia Asesembly,
that Church last week The meal
which will include a highway safety next two nights with Explorers of the first time a star—in this rase Pennsylvania, 23 in Michigan, and
The huaband-and-wle violin-pia- phone His wife. Jane Alen Ritter,
furnabed by Poet 45 consisted Of traffic demon-steer-tom Benlie
Hum- sbal Post. They well be entertained the second brightest visible from 21 in Ohio and Indiana
no duo of Rater and Allen will pre- Is the orchestra's pianist.
Bar-B-Q, potatoe chips, baked pheryr, will head this committee deThe sixth governor was Isaac ShelOnly three states, Alaska. Mon- sent Henry County Mutual Concert
Married in 1958, they began their
with ice *sung, a met to a mkt earth—was used for an attitude
beans bread, cake
111P(Oelstrait.ion and for the Mardi Mope,
by who was named to his second (came,
reference on a long space mission. tana and Wyoming, did not count Association's season opener th Par- concert life together SIX months
a
tour
of
the
Air
Force
"Ready Day" program Cites Jones
term
The historic trip to Mars, where a single traffic fatality Late year ks tonight It IS to be the fire of later with an appearance at the Sit
Follosung the meal a short bus- will be chairman
Museum near there. a hockey game scientists believe some form of the National
Safety Council count- four attractions this season
Louis Art Museum Several months
seesiion ass hek1 at which ' Also at the business seenon plena and a party before they return life exists, e 325 million miles ' ed
662 traffic deaths.
later they made a successful debut
Oldest at home took Fink the squire t committee chairmen for Poet seal- tor the exchange visit to Lebanon
Members
of
the
Murray
Oleic
Other mishaps claimed a large
in New York's Town Hall Annual
They will return home Tuesday. long_
rel tea yesterday afternoon be A4 %ales for the next four month* Ohio wers discussed Explorers of
number of lives. Two men and a MUSIC Association can attend this appearances in that famed concert
how he wand tare in climbing were appointed For tbe December Poet 45 sin leave Murray Sunday December 29
performance
by
showing
their
seaboy apparently were asphyxiated
hall hive followed
trees. The squirrel jumped from
eon ticket memberstap cards
Following the business seeidon an
In 1062 they toured London. Munwhile deer hunting in Indiana's
his shoulder to the old Persimmon
adminsion ceremony wae held tor
Hoosier National Forest
The concert. at 8 16 pen at Grove ich. Hamblin/. Oleo, Amsterdam arid
Their
tree and ran to the top of it in
three new members The new membodies were found in their tent to- High School's Weston Hall auditor- Stockholm
nothing flat.
bers are. Steve Nannies Larry WesRine Was born in Cleveland arid
day.
ium, will be for members of the
Marty. and Bob Stubblefield
associadon and of concert woods- came to the Si Louis Symphony in
We thought this to be infomtative,
Fire Chief Fleet] Robereton said
tions in neighboring towns' only. 1965 as aseentarit concertmaster:
As the activity part of the pro- this morning tege,an enereatigaSint e the squirrel had never been
Tickets will not be sold separately he became concertmaster in 1961.
gram a glamour panel of four girls lion is being conducted to deterover three or film feet frier the
for this concert but season mem- Mrs Ritter grew up in Dallis. stufrom Murray State College gave the mine the reuse of the fire that deground The heightti did not seem
berships will be available at the died at Southern Methodist Uniboys
a
fee
tips
on
the
proper
way
stroyed the house on East Maple
to bother him in the lease and he
versity, and moved to at. Louis in
door
to
dete
and
the
procedures for Street Saturday night about 8'30
jumped from lirrib to I irIllt) a
Randolph Story Is expected to
The violinist, Melvin Ritter. is 1951 She joined the symphony as
asking
the gel for a date The girls
The house was owned by Joe return to his work at the Murray
though he had been doing it all
concertmaster of the St lime Byrn- its official planet last year
Mines Linda Welts, Judy Hodge, Parks but was ceetipied by the Postoffice about Wednesday
his life.
Ritter recently substituted at the
after
Vickie Poindexter and warm Wells family of Rose Fader, Jr. who ' having been ill for about
last minute for the famed DiRale
three
QUIET
WEEKEND
are members of Kappa Omicron were not at home at the time Of weeks
His repertoire i ncl whet corning
Stern as soloist for the symphony,
Phi of the Home Economics Dept. the fire.
i Story undrwent special tests
down the tree trunk headfirst, goand his performance of the First
at Murray State College The boys
The house and contents were all and treiatmect at the Vanderbilt
ing reend and round on his deThe Murray Police Department Concerto by Prokoner was describhad many questions on how and consumed by the flames.
Hospital, Nashville, Tenn for a had a very quiet weekend
scent.
with ed by one critic as "stellar"
when they should date. when to
Sunday at 3.05 p m, the fire- week and returned home last Wed- four citations being
On another occasion Mrs Ritter
given
for
speedsend flowers and many other things men were called to 1405 Vine nesday While at
Well, we thought that since he had
Vanderbilt his ing and one public drunk being ar- performed with the orchestra and
Street to a graes fire Broome were entire lcase was reviewed in the rested,
never climbed a tree before, he
according to Chief of Po- was primed for "crisp and clean
This was followed by a gun
used to put out the flames.
and well projected- playing of
amphitheatre for the doctors and lice Burman Parker,
might at least have hesitated. But
safety. Leek by Major Dubia of MurBeethoven's Third Piano Concerto,
internee because of the unusual
he didn't.
Misses Linda Wells. Jody Hodge, Vickie Poindexter aria
ray Mate College ROTC He
They drew the praise of critics in
nature of his illness.
brought a emmtier of different teems
Wilma Wells of Kappa Omicron Phi sorority at Murray
their European tour An Oslo reNO ARRESTS
After extensive tests. Story's illHe was just as much at home as
of militant Nappies eith purl as
'State College. give Explorer H-outs some pointers on datviewer used the phrase fascinating
ness was diagnosed as a blood clot
•Brer Rabbit in the briar patch.
pert of he dernonitratica He tbld 41
bog and how to handle some of the problems which arise
duo-play" A Stockholm writer said,
near the collar bone.
the boys teist gun satiety should beThe
Sheriffs
office
reported
a
when having A date
-They are both eminent mu:amens,
Story is married to the former
When the demonstration was over,
come automatic With anyeene who
quiet weekend with no arrests be- with a definite conception of how
Jean Gallow:t y and they have
the ceded met called and here
handles Rune very much
ing made.
things should be done
three daughter,. Nancy, Linda, and
come the squirrel
is 111.0•11 Pam 1.414mailasal
A London Times critic applauded
The program wee tonchided with
Sue Story. He -is the eon of Mr.
their choice of selections and said
a film
Youth Maiseres 'up Beand Mrs. Peseta Story.
You don't think of New York alt
-the players proved to ge in closest
Western Kentucky -- Hazardous
yond the Tooth of Times This was
twime of Indians. but 4.132 Seneca
harmony with each other'
a film about Phiknont Scout Ranch driving warning the morning Part BOND SALES
Indians live there
near Cirnmaron. New Mexico Phil- e t•lciudy. windy and much colder
-7
mont Ranch is a 128.000 acre ranch esioy and tonight. High today in
The citizens. of Calloway County
Kennedy halves are getting into
which was given as a gift by Waite the low 20s Low tonight 5 to 8 bought t13,926 of Series E and H
. FIVE DAY FoREctsT
"general circulation now.
Phillips many years ago becalise above Mealy fair and continued Savings Bonds during October
of his interest in boys and his de- cold Tuesday
Sales for the ten 'months totaled
Within • year 40 per cent of the
sire to see them develop physically
$144.500 The County's annual goal
lettilseiLLE
U.S population will he under 20
The five - day
the
in
Yesterday
52
is
High
ranch
and mentally The
11215.000
Kentucky %%pettier outlook by the
years of age.
ExplorLow
Lad
Night
Rocky Moentains and iere
The sales for Kentucky in OctoWeather
US
Bureau
Tuesday
11 ber were 114 386 632 and cumulative
er Scouts and Sensor Scouts travel 7 15 Today
through Sat karciaN
J. Edgar Hoover "We have in our
days
Snow—less than once inch.
each year to spend several
sales reached $44.909 09'7 The State's
and
bigots,
Trmperateres
will average 4 to
midet hate-mongers,
hiking and exploring the wilderannual goal is $66,600,000
10 degrees beew normal highs of
riotous agitators, many of whom
HI-LO
news and wildlife Many kinds of
philosophical47 to 53 and normal lows of 30 to
are at opprete poles
wildlife are present including bear.
NEW YORK 1UPD — The lowFINAL .MEETING
34
ly. but who spew similar doctrines
buffalo, antelope, deer awl many est temperatitre reported
this
—
-There will be a brief warming
me( prejudice arid irittilerans-e They
kinde of birds In August there will reorniter to the U. S Weather BuThe
adult
class
at
College
High
period about mid -week, but other4.xploit hate and fear for personal
; be is Council Phiknont Expedition reau. excluding Alaska and Ha- will meet for the final class TuesSTILL
a8
11wise continued cold is anticipated
eelfeiggrandizernent.
gain and
Major C. F Dtibla Of the Military Science Department at
At the cave of the 'necking all waii, was 30 below zero at Prain- day December I at 7:30 p m. Mrs.
culture tygoon
Sol
throughout the week
They clietort facts, spread rumors
Estes la shown at federal
boys were invited to join Poet 45 eni and Bemidji, Minn The high- Harold Eversmeyer will give a
Murray State showit Explorer Scout Bill Adams some
Precipitation will total up to oneand pit one element of our people
court in Dallaa. Tex., where
end enjoy the many activities plan- esti reported Sunday was 67 at Los demonstration on "Decorating 'tor
pointers On how to handle a close quarters weapon at the
quarter inch as rain or snow showagainst another Their-s it a dogma
went free under new bond.
he
year.
coming
ned
for
the
Angeles,
Calif.,
and
Clewiston,
Fla.
week.
Christmas with what you've foi."
Explorer Scout session last
ers Around the middle of the week
of intinlidatem and terror-.
.•

Mrs. Hallie Hogwood
Dies Early Today
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Is Less Than Inch But Mercury,
Drops To Bone Chilling Eleven

Murray Civic Music Members
Can Attend Opening In Paris

Two Fires Reported
By City Department

Randolph Story
To Return To Work

Weather
Steven
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MURRAY. BISNYUCKIt

MONDAY —a NOVEMBER 30, 1964

Collegiate Basketball Bursts
On Kentucky Sports Scene

19.111:.131HED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY. Inc..
Conseadation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Tunes, and 'The
Linea Herald, October 20, 1928. and the West Kentuckian, January
1, 1942. .
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER

The Almanac

Sy United Press In.rn.tiosa
Collegiate baeitetball burette upthe Kentucky spode scene in full
cry this week with everyone of
the state's 18 teams actioduied to
play at least once by Saturday
Inge.
While must of the teams have
waited until this week to start, either by choice or by NCAA rules
which forbid play before Der. 1,
a few non-NCAA members have
autten in some November ccomeLV011.
Three such early games leer
Saturday night saw Berea, hitting
60 per cent of its shots, blast
Campbellsvi Ile. 113-89; Transylvania whip Lincoln Memorial, 8462. with Ron Whitson hitting 37
points, arid Union dedicate a new
fieldhoiwe by downing Knoxville
College. 62-543.

ni

Knights Out
With Bellanninee Knights polling out of the KIAC this year to
play as an Independent, Villa MaNATIONAL REPRIENTATIVES: WALLACE WITItilER CO.. 1509
International
By United Press
donna is regarded as the teem to
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y.
Today is Monday. November 30th,
beat for conference honors.
Stephen.son Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
the 335th day of 1964 with 12 to
Major events of the week will
Entered at the Poet Office. Murray. Kentucky, for transmission as
include the debuts of the commonSecond Class Matter.
wealth's "big timers," notably
s,,The moon is approaching its new
Kentucky and Louisville.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. By Came( in Murray, per week 20e, per obese
month 85e In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year. $4.50; easeKentucky's Wildcats, for one of
where, SS 00
The morning stars are Venus and
the rare omissions they have not
Mars
-been a championship favorite in
LEXINGTON, Ky. tUPD — They
'The Outstanding Civic Asset of • Community is the
the Southeestern Conference due
The evening stars are Jupiter and were celebrating state high school
Integrity of Us Newmispee
to a persistent lack of a big centfootball ctuarnpionshins today at
Saturn.
er, open against Iowa of the Big
Fort Thomas Highkands, which
Ten at Lexington on Friday night.
Former Britash Prune Muueter was re• surpriee. and at Elkhorn
MONDAY
NOVEMBER 30, 1964
Louisville, playing in the rugWinston Churchill was born on this City. vahich was.
ged Missiuri Vidley Conference
day.
The Class AA and Clan A finals
this year for the first time, open
at Lexington's Stoll Field SaturOn this day in history:
at hone Wednesday night against
day produced the two must oneGeorgetown, then travel to Marin 1782. preliminary peace articles sided chantesoreihip games in the
quette for their first mad game
ending the Revolutionary War were six-year hiatory of the KHSAA
The week's. schedule even Infootball playofts as the Bluebirds cludes the opening of oonference Saturday night_ The Cardinals were
signed in Paris
LEDGER al TIMES FUJI
of Highlands trounced underdog competition in two circuits—the a little ernbarraesed Saturday night
when they last to their own freshIn 1939. the Rareenainzush War Richmond Madison, 36-0, and ElkKentucky Intercollegiate Athletic
men, 87-86. in an overtime with
began after the Soviet Union failed horn City blitzed a favored RusEdward Thweatt. eleven year old son of Mr. and Mrs.
Conference.
freshman center Weetley Unseld
to obtain territorial concessions sellville team. 33-7.
Willard Thweatt of Almo Heights ,was killed yesterday in a from Finland
Cetare's Colonels tee off with netting 3,3 points.
was the third state championIt
tragic *accident on the Benton Road.
EilStein
Kentucky and
Morefor the Bluebirds a CAC game Tuesday night against
In 1949. the Commumstis su7pd
coptur: ship in Class AA
head, cofavorites in the Ohio ValSewanee
:at
Danville.
whde
for
Elkhorn
first
ever
KIAC
and
the
Other deaths also reported today were Roy Sheridan, age Chungking. Ctuna
league games will include Union ley Conference, also jump into the
City in Class A
49, and Mrs. Ada Jones, age 96.
stray. Morehead. with high-scoring
In 1954 Prime Minister Daniel
Male High Shoal won the state at Villa Madonna Wednesday night,
Harold Sergena and Henry Akin
H. Glenn Doran. executive vice-president of the Peoples , Malan of the inuch of South Africa Class AAA title a week earlier by and Berea at Pikeville for a pair
of genies Friday and Saturday both returning, opens against CumBank. announced today that Dr. Conrad H. Jones has been resigned and ass replaced by ex- defeating Eastern
herkand Ttmeday night, while EastLed offenaively lay Jim Vorhese
cleCted tnthe BoartTutThreetOTS OrtIle-hank.
ern's taill and tested Maroons tip
and Rick Dryden and defensively
off again,* Transylvania Wednesay Chuck Kyle, Highlands scored
Mr. and Mrs Alvin Carl Usrey are the parents of a soo,
"
day night and als,) play at Dayton
A though for the day: Spinier in every period of the game.
Billy Calvin, born at the Murray Hospital November M.
Saturday evening.
writer Cervantes said: "There is
Vorhees. the state's Evicting scorDiddle Missing
no sauce in the world like hunger."
er, tallied two touchdowns on oneWestern Kentucky's Hilltoppers
open a seasen for the first time
yard runs. and Dryden also netted
in more than four decades without
a pair, on runs of one yard and 38
••••
Ftaiera.: State Market News Seryards.
Uncle Ed Diddle at the helm InMIXED DOUBLES
vice. Monday. Nov. 30 Kentucky
stead. Johnny Oldham will be makHighlands recovered a bad pitchBOWLING LEAGUE
Purdiase-Area Hog Market Reing his debut as head coach at his ,
out on Madisan's first play from
;sort Including 7 Buying Statiore.
Nov. 25, 1964
akna meter as the Toppers tackle I
drove
scrimmage,
35
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for
and
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Estunated Receipts 350 Head. BarI.
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Belmont Tuesday night and the
the opening touchdown—which set Demons
rows and Gilts. laxly Steady.
33'•
14
Phillips Oilers; Thursday night, beaffair.
for
tfie
whole
the
keynote
I
Martin 011 ---------------32
U S. I. 2 and 3 180-240 lbs $144012
fore traveling to Bowling Green
The score was 9-0 at halftime aft- Four Ira 14.75; Few.. U S 1 180-220 lbs.
29
II • of Ohio for- a Saturday night coner a snap on a second-pentad punt Nightriders
S14.75-l540; U. S 2 and 3245-270
•.. 25
23
test.
sailed out of the Richmond end R
T. C.
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31% open.: at home Tuesday night aMattson wound up with its four. 15% 32% gainst Arkansas State.
Hargrove'
th defeat in 13 garnes.
The week',, schedule:
Hi Team $ Genies MC.
Russellville. which had ruled a
Tuesday — Berea at Bellarmine,
narrow favorite in the Class A
2339 Cumberland at Morehead. Ark- U.S.D.A. Ibspected (Cut-un . ih. 29e)
WHOI.E
tia. stoned first in the first period Keglers ...................
ansas State at Murray. Belmont
••
or a 69-yard punt return by Benny Thabertilers
at Western Kentucky, Sewanee at
111 Team. Dem MC.
Cox, but paid dearly for the imCentre. Indiana Central at Kenlb
Demons pertinence thereafter.
1113 tucky State, Kentucky Wesleyan at
Four
775 Toledo.
Elkhorn City wingback Derek
774
Wednesday — Transylvania at
Potter *cored twice on forward
$ Clana NC. 13Iss)
Eastern Kentucky. Ge.•rgetoven at
(Soper wort Thick Slated 2 lb. 99e)
1:611$05 enthin a minute at the end
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600' benville. Ohio.
THEM FOR GOOD
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at
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(
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h
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Is the persistent presence
.
216 ermine. Kentucky State at Georgia
Powell acored two touchdowns Frank Heroux
of silverfish getting you
213 Tournament. Union at Rio Grande,
hanseif in the second half as he 1 E. C Hargrove
down? We'll get diem out
Hi lad. Game HO. Messes)
Otuo.
and Putter wound up the season
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cut
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Football
Titles Are
Celebrated

SUPER RIGHT FULLY MATURED BEEF

Ten Years Ago Today

410

T-Bone or

Nowling
_ea

HOG MARKET

Porterhouse

89

Choice Cut

Sirloin

lb

•

Center Cut

24

Round --.

227-

GET
RID OF
PESTS

:(

BANANAS
lb. 10c

Three Kentuckians
Drafted By The Pros

TINSLE1'S

—

tioil rfidi
„
"1
vfleAr..
•
•4.

Santa has Christmas
weU in hand!

89...
lbs. 79c
490

BACON
RIB ROAST
CHUCK ROAST (s.:.Pet.:
RUMP ROAST

no

KELLEY'S PEST
CONTROL

15

ryers

ath,r4.

WANTA0c4i-4 2,

•

2 lbs 29°
69°

POLE BEANS
APPLES"""

PINid

JUICE _ --3(:), 98°
49°
PINK SALMON""
LARGE EGGsGrade 2 Do. 89°
-,`;` $3"
FRLIT CAKE
5 (,:e
a
APPLE PIE
CHEESE
43°
k

'A'

"
:::eker
j
r

Jane

(Sate 160

Parker

ea.

NIelobit Slices (American, Swiss or
Pimento) —

— — — 12-or. pkg.

•

•
Because be ielned
Club!
our Christmas
Nothing like a Chri-fma• Club check to, put
Santa in a merrs - hopping mood, able to bus the
Just-right gift for ever pie with nary a strain
on his budget' For a paid -in-advance ( hristmai
nest ear, join our '65 Club now!

On Sale This Week! •
MILD and MELLOW

Eight O'clock
COFFEE
24,
3 lb. $1.89
(Save

Bank Of Murray
\.,,,,„, I II I

PROTEST AGAINST U S —A line of police hold. back a throng of etudents in Panama City
who gather near the legislative beading to protest the government's handling of the Panama Canal situation. They demand •stronger stand against the U.&

Prices In This Ad Effective Thou Wednesday. Dec. 2nd
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Help Urged
To Conserve
Panty Animals

YOU'Ll
SAVE

41

As .man expanded farming, dug
More oil wells, built new dams, he
I removed the swamps, free-flowing
streams and tail-grass prairies
need for wildlife survival.
Already the Atlantic salmon,
once an important sport and commercial fish in New England waters. now can be found in limited
numbers in only eight Maine
stream,.

By MARGUERITE DAVIS
United Press International

The California Condor, the nation's largest scaring land bird,
WASHINGTON 1UPli- The In- weighs about 20 pounds and has
terior Department rteeds help from a wing.pread of nearly 10 feet.
the nation in saving frasn extincIt once ranged the entire Pation some helpless victims of procific Cccst. But hunters have reabout 50 kinds of birds, antSEWS
duced its numbers to only 40 or
a zmel fishes.
50 confined to an area around the
Is less than 150 years, the de- southern Sierra Nevada and the
imaltnent reported Thursday, al- cc-ast ranges of Southern Californ--.ined 40 birds and mammals have ia.
,,d from the American scene
vanieb,
Thebr.-footed ferret, a large
antl a co-openative effort is needweasel with btack felt and face
ID prev,nt the list from grow- mask, is vanishing from the Great
ing
Plains and the high reaches of the
The reason for this is progress. Rockies. Destruction of the prairie ditg. the weasel's natural prey,
and the original grasslands have
For Your Every
reduced its :lumbers to only a
convertive feW in the Dakotas
and Nebraska.
Needs, call

r
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KENTUCKY LAKE
OIL CO.
New Concord Road
Phone 753-1323

•

Interior Secretary Stewart L.
Udall is senclieg a list of the
threatened wildlife to conservation
groups and individual experts
throughout the country, inviting
their comment and possible additions. National and international
agencies will be urged to cooperate
in the effort.
The department also tray ask
Congress to help. Legislation is under consideration which would es•
tablish a 10-year program of acquiring land to preserve the eSscribal habitat of rare and endangered species

Gifts for the*Artist
Amateur and Professional
OIL
BRUSHES

PALETTE KNIVES
Finest Quality
from

Red Sable
and
White
Bristle

2

80c
to

$1.55
• Longs
• Rownds•
• Bnghts
•Flats

It

990 090
I. BOX 0

In.

from
10

Each

ut

A90

Beef

OIL PAINTING SETS

.de) lb.

As low As

neless 090

- - lb. 0

',
Plans For "Capers
Are Now Underway
.,
Production ptans for "Sigma Caiaers '65" are underway with the
appointment of Mrs Gene Landoll, and Mrs. Don Keller as COchairrnan.
The musical extravaganza, which
is scheduled for presentation in
January, wiN feature over 100 la.:
COI angers, dancers, and actotw
laving their best for a w,,rthwhile
cause. Sponsored by the Sigma Dsparuner,t 01 the Murray Woman's
Club the show will benefit the
Sigma kindergarten which this year
tourist a pemianent horne in the
new addition to Robertson School. !
as a result of a $7,000 financing of '1
,
construction by the Sigmas.
.Preliminary plans for the mustcal were ccimp.eteci this week with
the assistance of Bill Latta. a New ,
Pork producer associated with Jerome H. Cargill Productions. Although the talent will be local.
the direction, staging, orchestration, and costuming will be entirely professional
Mrs Lanciolt and Mrs Reiter
said committees are being formulated and will be released soon.

.1

i.

5 Ribs 079,

Calloway County :iigh School's
Future Business Leaders of America Club had its regular meeting
on Thursday. November 19, in the
Jeffrey Gymnasium. Presiding over
the business session of the meet-'
er. An amendment to the constting was the president, Danny Cleaver. An amendment to the corned- 'union was made whereby the executive committee may select a I
member to fill an existing office I
when an elected officer leaves
school. M-ary Beth Beale was selected to fill the office of Secretary.
Calloway County High School's
167-member group, this year, elected Mr. Rcb Gingles as its Honorary member. Mr. Gingles, employed at the Bank of Murray, was the
guest speaker for the meeting, seIscting as his title, "A Way Of
'Life". The message was very well
given and enjoyed by the group,
as was expressed to Mr. Gingles
by the students following the
meeting.
On Thursday evening of the
same day, the group met again in
the school cafeteria for its annual
joitiation dressed as business women and business men, except that
The girls were dressed as men with
theier rnawuline attire and brief
cases, and the boys came as business women, complete with wigs,
false fingernails, high heels, and
Other feminine camaflauge. Prizes
were won by Steve Nance and
Becky Denham.
---1
The group played Bingo while
munching potato chips, fritoes, and
(Jokes.
Murdock, Charlotte
Carolyn
Dodson, and Gwen Fulkerson were
in charge of refreshments.
Pictures were made for the FR.
LA scrapbook, the Annual, and
the Activity Report.

6

PAINTING
KNIVES
Variety of shapes.

From $1.05 to $1.60

•

•

'
fat L11111.01111

•
Rob Gingles Is
Speaker For F'111..A

I

KINTUCILY

t141411 -

HEAD THE LEDGER'S cosmos

11!!t.),.'

When fun says'GO:.get new

CHEVRON.
the WEYER gasolines!

The fun's begun when you fill up with Chevron?
the livelier gasolines! The fuels designed to
power your busy life today. Choose from 3
great Chevron gasolines. Each packed with
livelier performance... long-running economy. And
in
Chevron and Chevron Supreme you get Methyl, the
different antiknock compound that helps develop all
the
power built into your car. Stop at Starulard.
Go lively
with Chevronj

falw bettercare ofyourcar

GOOD FOR POSTURE--Actress Carroll Baker, arriving back
in New York from Europe by ship, wears a shocking pink
frock which, although shocking, she says is good for her
posture. "I have to sit up very straight when I'm wearing
It," she told reporters, who could believe her easily.
•

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
7-Residu•
5-Antlered
animal
9.Amend
10.B• in debt
11•M•rry
16 Before
le-Goods cast
overboard
20.Goal
21-Briet
fl. id
womanish
21.P
25•Toll
26 Rugged
rnountaln
crest
26 Chapeau
291
31 Broom
32.T
35 Church
officials
S6- Preps 1,e ion

ACROSS
1. Greek letter
4 Poem by
Horner
9 -Quarrel
12 Young boy
13.Lood
14-Fernale
Sheer,
15.Entnusastic
17.Aided
19.15itt•r witch
20. Eagle's nest
21.13,blic•I weed
211 Pronoun
24 Festive
27 Abstract
being
2$ Cut ot meat
21•P•rtaining to
the cheek
30 A state
(abbr.)
311.Evll
12- Prohibit
33 Exist
34. Rainand
36-Nov•Ity
37 Decay
38 Lampreys
59 Con unction
40 S,rnols
41- Giver
43 knock
44. Earthquake
44 imoreonat•
wIth sir
45 Organ of
hearing
SC Crown
52 Irritate
33 P•inter's
measure
lea
54 A•ust'•
stand
55 Grain
DOWN
Guide's high
not•
2 Sailor
(celled )
S
4 Hostelries
• P•rc•I or
land
▪ Married laved
by Zeus

3
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John H.Parker

to
Set
Smoothly finished hardwood

From

$1.55 to $2.10

_ 319
A no

Manor House of Color

caa

89`

Southside Manor Shopping Center - Hazel Highway
Phone 753-6523

Murray, Kentucky

-Lb. $999
Cabe

SMART

See
Tfolasof

F

Dim

-rRAtI N
s STAMPS
'

-'S

Many styles
and 612e6.

29
r°R 69
1-Lb.

YOU FORGOT
TO GET ,YOUR

WONDER
IF HE
REALLY

-.PALETTES

WATER COLOR SETS
•

THE ONLY STANDARD OIL AGENT IN CALLOW.11 ( GINTY
Phone 753-2132

I

Como
Sao
Metal

I

WITNESS MISSING - Senate
Rules Committee Investigators are trying to locate insurance agent Don B. Reynolds (above), key witness
In an alleged political payoff Involving Bobby Baker.
Chairman Everett Jordan,
D-N.C, said a subpoena has
been issued for Reynolds, of
Silver Spring, Md.
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ANNOUNCEMENT
•
tr;
IT'S NICE THAT YER
,
II;/
••/.' YERSELF ENGAGED T ALVIN

GETS
PANGSBY,
ACES HIGH, BUT RIGHT NOW WE GOT
FINGERS FARNSWORTH
HIS bioa a BLOOD- I,
THIRSTY BANK
,•• ROBBERS T' THINK
ABOUT.'

The Murray Natural Gas System Will Conduct
Household Survey In Murray From Nov. 30 Through

I AM THINKING ABOUT
THE/A, SHERIFF GROGGNS.
THAT'S
WHY - -

Dec. 4.

19

Approved By The Murray Chamber of Commerce

Nom

Dec. 2nd
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'HI

PAM! THRET... :#

4

IT AIN'T THAT
I'M NOT ROMANTIC,
DEPUTY
LLOUGH BY, BUT
CAN'T IT WAIT
UNTIL LATER?

;I
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Mrs. G. B. Geurin returned home
Thursday after a vide with her
dametters and fonglies, Mr. and
Mrs. Ted Lash and children of
Poeskale. Ohio, and Mr. and Mrs.
'Joe Cuennigham and children. David. Donald. Daniel. and Darla, of
Somerset, Ohio Mrs. Cunningham
was installed as worthy matron of
the Somerset chapter of the Order
of the Easteen Star on Saturday.
November 21. Mrs. Geurin and her
other two daughters, Mrs. Carrick
Williams of Dearborn, Mich., and
Mrs. Alton Riddle of Alliance, Ohio,
went to Somers:et for the installatup
bring
It
If
you
engagement.
ion of Mrs. Cunningham.
now. Greg might get the Idea that •••Ma• ,..
things
interested
in
you are more
material than sentimental. Are you?

Dear Abby ...

V;tei
Social Calendar

Monday, November 311
Mrs. Harold Holland. president of
A rani party. bridge, orumista. and
District I of the Amerimen Lemon pinochle, for all staff and faculty
Auxiliary, spoke on "Meinhendrip" 'AtaTiell and faculty WIN Cs will be
at the meeting of the looal unit held in Rooms three and four of
of the Auxiliary held Monday even- the Student Union Building at 7 30
ing at the Legion Hall.
pm Reservations should be made
The speaker was intruduced by by Friday November 27 by calling
Mrs Make Erwin. Mrs. Ckeade And- Mrs James Fee 753-n76. Mrs.
erson. program cheirman. introduc- ilaistene Hum 753-5551. or Mrs.
ed Mrs. John poster who present - lealph Slow 753-6607
ed her Treblettes. fr-eventh and
•••
eighth grade ensemble group from
Tuesday. December 1
Murray Rah School.
Group I of the Chhaian WoThe Trebleten are Judy Adams. men's Fellowship of the First
-Carolyn Caldwel. Connie 7DePriest:
Christ:en Church will meet at the
Glenda Doran, Ricky Hodges. Cheryl home of Mrs. Wilearn Porter, 704
Jones. Debbie Jones. Gayle Marks Olive Street. at 2..30 pm Note
Judy Wall. and Swan Hale. They change in meeting place.
•• •
gang 'The Humming Bad". "Bobo-lune "Lead'Me Lord". and • Murray A_ssembly No. 19 Order of
'Thanksgiving' Prayer"
the Rainbow for Girls will meet
Mrs Humphrey Key. president, at the ?Anomie Hall at 7 pan. An
presided and Mrs. Erwin. aemeant insulation vell be held.
•••
at arms, led the group in the pledge
of allegiance to the fag Mrs. A. G
The Delta Department
the
Childers gave the devotior. on the Murray WOMI111.6 Club will meet at
Psakns of Thank...wive-a Mrs Co- the cub house at 7 30 p.m.
allele Mee:Lamm E..8. Howhen_ .51411bhielleati read" ate minutes _
and Mrs. Ivan Otiaiand gave the . ton, W D Caldwell. A. D. Buttertreasurer's report.
eorth. F. E. Crawford. and Joe Mc-Plans were made for the :pent Netts.
•• •
Christmas dmrier seth the AmenThe Kappa Department of the
can Legion on Tuesday. December
30 pin. at the Lemon Hail. Murray Wcnian's Club wili meet
8. at
furnish nue: a• the club heuse at 730 pm HosThe Leman
t essee will be Met-dames Robert
drinks and bread. wrree the Aux.onng seelach vegetaee
Hopirene Ted Billairon. Keith Hill.
Lary
*rid Robert Scott
and deserts
•••
A poeuce supper was served te
•
the members and Jests. Ow
Group II of the CWF cf the First
Mrs Halland of Benton arm Mrs
Eneh Pawnee of Paryesr Tenn Ceeristian Church will meet le the
• Three nee members e ere Mn C37: herne of Mrs Louise Dick at 2:30
KnAgin.S. MPS Edward Hit. end p m.
• ••
Mrs. Erriesx Bailey
The hosteses for the evening
The WSCS of the First MelhoArt, Loiter
were Mrs Make Era
dee Church aell meet at the church
Nanny. anti NITS Wayne PaOrit.
at 10 a. m. wittf the executive board
meeting at 9:15 a. m.

or

...
Temple HIS Chapter No 511 order of the Eastern Star volt meet
as the Masonic Hall at 7.e0 pat
• ••

\\,

The TOWn and Country Heinemakers Club will have a potluck
supper at the home of Mrs. Robert
Hopkins at 6.30 p.m.
•• •

Sidenkray. December 5
t-hopter_417.4iHr„.0„..
at 11:30 a. m, at the hem of xis. -,
,
H. B. Banks.

BIG GIRL, NOW-Laidt Etatnes Johnson, the President's
younger daughter, looks very grown up with that high upsweep hairdo. She Ls shown leaving Madison Square Garden in New York wawa atto appeared on the stage to de-W-11.Tated Jewial
-7, liver a message front bar father to-the
peal's "Right of Stars' audience.
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12.6 Cllian
volcano
13-eall behind
14. Near
18•Place

17-Put
harmony
MI- Pitt I.gktly
Served for
ervng
23 fa ournfial
24 Vents
26 Soak
20-Average

r

31•110saii suito
33•Tremest
Mot
Melfiew la
mine
es-Se•ese•
mentlf

41

rotiovrell

Co-sage
point
42 Meadow
44. Long'''.
46 Measure 14
-"St
4? Gnomes*
40 Piece
31 1.4•rrste
14.C•auc ham
monkey
116•Poset nee
perilIt

90•11104.0.tals
Ilk.,
Si-Nocturnal
an.nnal
63•Congoet
116•Egept.a*
goatees*
P•Note ef acaki
10-05urc5
bonen

nsect

110.Rofnan
brownie
40•Ipeck
13.peclaro
46- Recent

4S•Cs nese
gaged.

I)11

2

3 72,i, a
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DEAR ABBY: What doe6 a newImmarried person do about 'return•
mg the inventions of older marmeet couple's ho have laid you and
your husband to their homes for
lovely dinners? We've been married ax months and I went to reciprocate,. but I would be uncomfortable inviting them to our small
the
which
hasn't
aphrtment.
warmth or comforts of their homes.
It's not even completely furnished.
I love to cook for my husband, but
I am sure my nervousness would
be obvious if I tried to make a
company dinner. Should we take
them out for dinner? That doesn't
seem very nospitable. -terse friends
are very dear to in and'I wouldn't
went to put them threterh the discomfort of having dinner at our
small apartment as tense and nervous as I'm sure I'd be. Can you I
help me?
PERPLEtED

DEAR ABBY: Greg and I have enilla
yfortiar
ll.:•n
rin
.
e.
'
l.'
:4:01:1
'd1:Rnr
oit'ibX
been going together for two years "email quarters, sparsely -furnished
and we plan to.becorne engaged In apartment
ebout a year or so A while back he eeiallng„ Quitr "
"Welconi
RDbert
e
inger
llierifientebed
e
'
offe6ra
a:ulree
QW
ea
uC
I°
eM
tr
telliursir
r srl
,IleaZion0f1 that his triather had a you NM be team mid nervous.
his wife, actress
valuebie peen run that beamed tla • staple_ chop/ end don't try to
Miss Toni Burehett. Deeember ees
lithd
e ashi
sr.
eew
. eaelt-ol
their
erandinether...ind when he FiRtmoupete will' more expereethed
rol.O
‘lA
sitrin
C
tia
veiL
bride-elect of John A. Ikharman, ,zeingve-egtedo
z
co
irts'id
i I ha
veret
did
tab' Drat. In NO* Yorkthe
mo
.
rille
ikny
t! cooks by atteentifing complicated
was complimented with a personal
his
best you can and
IthsTAer at. the home of Mrs Robert
However,
.odebilhere8.noDoepntitheilles1
thing at the Lame
Voting on Tuesry. November 24. at still
bothers me as I wart very
•• •
seven 'o'clock 'In the evening. ,
much to have a modern diamond
POR
engagement
rum
it
be
wrong
Would
The charming hesteeses for the
DEAR ABBY: Four years ago my
this? I suppose Oreg
to
tell
Greg
pre:me:eel event Were Mrs Wayne
dunks any firt sould con-safer it an uncle Warne a Pricst Since Cher
'
He.ndrick-s, Mrs Ralph Mason, and
have slandered what is the prohonor to wear thit peer!. but I'd I
Mrs Gerald Barrett
-pee wa3r to address him. Should I
DAY Olt N16111
ra
r have a rang I can be Monti
call hlin "Uncle' or "Fattier"?
A e..:77SARe fanhlOred Of three red of. How shmed I handle this?
PATRICK ES:Dm
GREG'S' GIRL
cornattone wee a htetesse6' gift to
DEAR PATRICK: Ask him.
01101110111
DEAR GIRL: Walt until he offers
the honoree with which she wore
black double knit skirt earth whee you the pearl. If he gives you a
kna- trgewith a black maremst her choke between accepting the famiPreterites, Write to ADDY. Dox
new. modern
ne healoion, .e a
neck.
diamoude *Late your preference. If 0700 Los Niemen. Celif For•13Cf•
Mrs Clinton Burehett. mother of lie doesn't. say nothing, and accept miee reply. tile-1mm a stamped. raillIaryeth Ifam14•111,
tt1P honoree. WAS attired in a red the pearl As A S) mbui of your eleresed envelops.
linen drese while Mrs. Ernest Bo•=1111111111111101111=0 N E HOUR SERVIC
Munson. mother-m-law to be of the
h000ree. wore a teak
drew.
They
had h -tesses' gift menses of carmine:le
The recimere of the game prize
Wab eh-. Dan Barrel:
thi door
prise SOS rece.ved 'uy Mrs. John I
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ah•oe
itt.etio
- •aqii
• *eel
• s_•ntiore
IC.%gators
11 -Tardy
14-Goolle's love
not•
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Miss Toni Burehett
Honored A t Shower
.-1t The Young Home

Wednesday. December 2
keine Christmas Meeting of Core
Graves and 'Jonah. Moore CIrcles
4 Ocsikie Prembrerian Church
Waimea still be at
at the
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1
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DEAR ABBY: I" am a paperboy
who has a terrible Problem with
dogs and I think I know why. In
all the books on how to train pets,
people .are advised to hit them with
a rolled-up neespaper. Dogs are
smart and they know a-hore the
paper comes from. So guess who
cets bitten? The customer always
NAYS the dog is nice end never bites
anybody, so he can't undemtand
'shy the dog only bites the paperboy. All the roperboys I know have
the same trouble so I wish you
aould please answer this. Thank
you.
BOB F.
DEAR BOB: Your theme may be
correct, and could be helpful to
those who are presently training
pets. But it Won't save the paperboys from dogs that have already
learned to hate the sight of a newspaper and consequently the one
ho delivers it. Ask the owners of
unfriendly dogs please to keep them
tied up while you deliver the newspaper. They'll appreciate it. The
le s concerning %kites pets have
•leettru frt 'bent.

home of Mrs. A. G Wilson.
•• a
The WaliS of the Frintliaptigt
Cleiroh will meet at the church
at 7 p. m.
•
•• •
Thursday. December
,
The Oarden Department of the
Murray Wornana Club will present
Gene Dixon of Providence, well
k.nown speaker and demonstrator
of floral crieatsons. XI an open meet1t3() p.m.
ing at the club heime

•• •
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AC ROSS

Abigail Vail Buren

'Or'
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lat
Thome present and sending gifts
werr-fle-elame, Derrell Montan. -IL
'
Clay Young. Pay Willie. Billy Basile& John Hill. Steve Ruberson,
Johnny Crouch, Woatue Herndon,
Jerry Carter. 'Dan Bei-cell. Rarph
Darnell. Cheeks Mceltestain and
thrairen. Fettle aim Chuck. Hobert
Young, Larry Ere/lama, Junie Potts.
Doug Woods. and Jerry Tuck'
Meese litiatue Nora% arthy. Pettey
Hopkins, Susan YowClierlottej
rota*. Phydss Darnell. Carolen
,
lharke. Carolyn L.aui, Phyias J014r
Mary Beth Boliannoti, Betay it
chett; the honoree, the moth
and the Ignitesees.
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LADIES & MENS

LONG
COATS
2for
* ALL WORK GUARANTEED
• Never An Extra Charge For One Hour Service •
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MARTINIZING
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MURRAY LOAN CO.
MONEY HEADQUARTERS
$16

W. Kola

set

Phone

763-4421
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College Cleaners
1111 011ie Blvd.

Phone 751-3852
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ESCAPr HOU-Warden Bob Rhay displays the hole from
e tech seven cony:tete escaped from Washington Slate Prison
up
at Walls Walla. Term tunneled about 40 feel to reale
just outside that vine-covered wall, then held a man and
53 wits bootsgo to maks us• at Unit atr.
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE

.pGEST SALE NOW
SI
Going on at

ACROSS
1-Maui sheep
4-Kind of bean

Green Acres nailer Sales
Highway 51 By-pass
Union City, Tennessee

I- European

12-Macaw
13. Metal
14 Verv•
16.EvergreiN,
tree
16-Devoted
adh•rente
15.Stories
20•Bacteriologist's wire
21. Pronoun
22-Worm
23- Repetition
27.Shallow

12' wide as low as
$3995
Special
ives v.ho live in vicinity at Almo
to meet the demand created by
WANTED
SALE
FOR
NOTICE
T. V. advertising. Call or write
Miss Alma Catlett, P. 0. Box 1004,
SALESMAN: Man or woman, for
D-4-C
Paducah, Kentucky.
1959 CHEVROLET, 4-dr., radio and
THE SALVAGE challenges anyone
Vlurray territory. Sales made by
heater, V-8, excellent condition
we do.
ippointment Earn $120 to $250 a HOUSEKEEPER for 2 or 3 weeks. that has mcrrte items than
ca
Jr.,
iallo rust. See Carlos Rlack
D-1-C
.•eek. No convavaing. Contact Fil- Prefers someone who likes to
N-30-C
Irdial 753-5287.
D-1-C
er Queen Sales and Service, Box cook. Call 753-3975.
436call
so
if
lady,
JOB
A
NEED
i98, Paris, Tennessee for interD-2-C
3597.
Alec
Clothers.
DOLI
S
BARBIE
HOMk
D-1-P
MOBILE
view.
sewing drapes and clothing. Phone
We ac- LOOK HERE! 53' x 10 3-bedroom,
Customers.
CARD
CREDIT
N
-30-C
435-4238.
cept all credit cards. J & S Oil 14 baths, washer, only $2,695.00.
EXTRA NICE 12 ga. double-barrel Company—on 12th
across from 46' x 10' 2-bedroom, clean, $2,395.
1TC
shotgun, hammerless, 26" barrels Jerry's. Open 24 hours.
More 10' wides and great variety
Reesonable. Phone 753-6837 sitter
of 8' wides, clean and reasonable.
N-30-NC
500 p. m.
Come and see these real buys.
FEMALE Ntt.r WANTED
Matthews Mobile Homes, Highway
&BEAUTIFUL pearl wick clothes
45 North, Mayfield, Phone 247wrIramper, $10.00. Salvage Store.
wanted to make 9066.
D -31-C
13-1-C NICE PERSON
her home with us and to be comKIMBLIt i.t.G HORN PULLETS
AT THE SALVAGE Store, 5-piece panion for wife in my absence.
" Ready to Lay"
FOUND
LOST &
Evon Alger, Box 72, Benton. Phone
maple dinette set just $89.95.
24 weeks old November 30
D-1 -C
D-1-C 354-6593. Call Collect.
QUANTITY, 15,000
A WHITE AND LIVER pointer,
(SPECIAL PRICE/
other
1963 CUSRMAN-Super-ragie Mowith
went
and
me
Left
CALL
COMBINATION Secretarial-Book- male.
on
by
tor scooter. Call 492-3261. D-2-C
close
hunting
CRAIG MILLS, INC.
keeping position with local firm hunters,
Van
near
Day,
g
crrwELL INDIANA
for efficient, well-qualified per- Thanksgivin
WHILE THEY LAST 42-piece MelDonell
mill
Will you please
PHONE 758-2611
son. Typing, knowledge of book- Cleave.
mac dishes, $9.95 set. Salvage
.
help- Shoemaker at 753-1722 or 753-2246.
Reference: Farmers Hatchery
D-I-C keeping required. Shorthand
Store.
N-30-C
—Evansville, Ind.
ful. Write P. G. Box 32A, Murray,
backeducatorm
D-3-C
Ky., giving
SEASONAL DEOOIRATIONS
HA2-4186
RENT
FOR
rnariand
Decorative, unusual candles
ground, employment history,
to
available
arratigemersts. Large display
hal status, and hours
3-BEDROOM house '4-block from
MALE htU) WANTED
D-4-C
select from or will make candles per week.
Grammar School, 5-blocks from
and arrangements on order. Phone
-C
D-1
representat- campus. Call 753-6009.
D-2-P AVON CALLING for
CHRISTIAN MAN needed. Full or
753-6505, 1605 Hamilton.
virt-time--lifetime security. Experience Sunday School, ministry
helpful. Earn $100 weekly and
up. No competition. Write. John
Co., 22 West Madison St.,
H -1TP
Chicago 2. III.

35' x 10'. new early American
Schutt S4195

J

SICOLLZSCPAT GOES
TO TIlE DEVIL
BY JOHN CREASEY
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Madam went to
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• tan, en* nee warThyseuo
fore. 11 you would] do mor•
Roadies dazed.
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good. there are those who car
*1 In. was females unarm
ROLneo0 Called Out. almost
met a reporter
Pet.,
ii most neve., ..
-Nos catch all of you, tell you where it
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He A live at this address
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neon returned • little after midea • front use oraer-up The count
earn night
He went out, leaving a
was swim RolIl,an herberee the
,
u•sers. 00=rime% Fort Odet•
-Hallo.- said Roillson. "How's
with the attendant. There was
genteel that &Mims mud b•
oo my conscience
to him to Parte Pleyusi the du- • drawing ow the card Out
used
wouldn't Know. Aren't you
fc.rou•m. furless. 1110 liana
He burr'
to ese the name or address.
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people familiar with It?"
Omen
a
half
with
Polo*
along
aid of •
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-rve given it to your KeepQuietly
trailing Win. Including • **Dths Parts senseworld.
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- Nfter to• isseessies is wise Sao ammed woman. In ten minutes ing.
Donates. speseree • Pam ma he came upon • hospital.
night it tan" safe with ma.'
Rollisee. threatened played the anHe went M anti asked for the They went upstairs.
ise or .horetne hint Rut Yvon..
-So It went oft weirRime o1 nontabe'• rub by • mob Children's Ward and persuaded
no. Identity tontine
sad In.
Roth.
-Hag-Rah ently." said
• mune to take tun' there He
rs 'num&
to ,
walked up and down the ward son, 'Gold plate and gormandise
Ms
where most were asleep, out mg I don't complain about
CHAPTER 25
sees hirrisell
rrEn leaving Count tie Viz some were awake in pain A chef De Vignon kind
of King
one cot as . petty king, a
oon. Richard Ronson Karen woman sitting near
went to of the Underworld Clear cam
towards' the glowing Lights in watched Max the mime
He a restless MD& then returned as schizophrenia. He is at one
the center of the city
woman time a simple, sordid rogue with
seemed to see • face matertanze to Rollison. A third
was the an itch for other people's money,
out ot the faint mistiness; de stood by the door. Thu
him and at others a true descendant
Vignon'a It was like ars obscene woman who had followed
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of the great family ot de Vtgdeity, gloating over maple= vie- from Ube 10dginghouse
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"How can I help your asked non, holding court He
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he'll never hold the tradithat
nurse.
the
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He walked swiftly until
tional court again and wants to
-How can 1 help pm ?empty taxi drerw level Half an
smiled. En the sub- build himself up as a private
nurse
The
walking
nour later. be was
dued tight she looked comely tyrant."
through the narrow streets of
"And 114114dMn ThVgard1stande
but careworn.
Montmartre Little groups stood
many ways. These are in his way.- mid Latimer
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unIn
talking
at the corners.
-Sure?"
mostly orphan children you ondertones, and most stopped as
-Tharp the rumor. and there's
half
were
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se pease& The
to Of War to the Knife
likely
"Toys? Hooter'
empty.
-Both, and all would trr wel- between them." ?miff Latimer
mean
He turned into the
"She, false Queen to nis Precome.street. or private dwellings and
have them sent" He tender. How did you real)) get
many
from
neard music coming
out nis on?"
hesitated. then took
radios, children crying, talking wallet and throat • wad of notes
"I think I sold myself. He
large
upon
came
laughing He
Into tier nand- -Better still you doesn't trust me as much as
and
open
door
the
ouilding with
buy them.- He added a card he wauld like Me to think be
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yet. but we're tin tway
in
man
little
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by
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was
group which had followed there. I ant to be groomed as
the
shirt sleeves who nook. rapidly lb= and was now waiting round a Court favorite iauricheri upon
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the house was full
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an orgy of pity.
in a Large room which dank
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He and Incidentally met—"
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walls were angle beds with only walked along with leas furious
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• little epaCe between each.
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energy
round
In tact a thin
the far end was • Dig,
follower* rheeppeered: but one of paper It was
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I care with more than
iron stove. with Men huddled
still behind nun.
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arenit It Some were cooking
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miner''The Good
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Marie, Know
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were there all the time He did Somers, State,
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the
about
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that
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and some Cursed nun tor
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about it,'
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home owner will
receive a
3-day Paid Vacation

for two alus $100 expense
money in the Caddac Hotel,
MiLara Beach, Florida .
Fittest in Mobile Homes
Ri..harcks.on-Windsor-TitanChampion-New Moon-FrontierDon-A-Bell and Dayton Travel
Trailers

arm Doom--Sen. Kenneth
Heating, R-N. Y., who lost to

Early American, French Provincial and Modern furniture
We delver and sot-up, up to
100 miles

Robert Kennedy in his bid
for re-election, says in his
Washington office that the
Republican Party could be
doomed if "ultra-conservatives" still control it in 1968.
He did not support the Goldwater-Miller ticket

Green Acres Trailer Sales
Highway 51 By-pass
Union City, Tennessee

Kentucky initiated the practice
Kentucky is oia of three states
of choosing a State bird, says the which have sot standards for perMagazine. sons who wish to administer lieC;eogrophic
National
The Slate bird, adopted in 1926, Ia
—Fligs. The c4r two are
ecto

29-Cravat
30-Avoid
31 - Exclamation
32- Tavern
$3•Baker's
product
34-Maiden lovsd
by Zeus
55 Conspiracy
37-Novotty
38- Emerged
victorious
59 Son of Adam
40-Mire
4I• Negative
42 Landed
44. Underground
worker
47 Household
furnishings
51 Evpir•
52-Man's name
5.3. God of love
54. Butter vetch
55. Broad
55 Communists
57-Soak

11•Aostract
being
17-Es Its
19-Latin
conjuiLtion
22-Goddess of
healing
24- Fa,oe
Islands
whirlwind
25 Groups of
three
26-Short locket
27-South
American
rodent
28-On• of
Israel's
great kings
29-Hindu
cymbals
30-Succor
32.Poise
SS-Cushion
36•Ezlet

Answer to yesterday... Puzzle

MOO MUM 000
DOM 0000 MOOM
03120UU MOO OM
MOO 0110 MOO
MOMM OW MEE
MDR MON 183M
OM MOOMMMO OD
0010oui OBO
MOM MU MEW
OMM 1006 MON

Si. MOM =DOOM
UMMO MMOO MME
ODO MOM MOO
37

37-Time teat a
to tome
38 Astonish,
ihent
40 Bishop's hat
41 Symbol for
nickel
43-Catinei.e bide

44. Army meal
46•Ireland
44- Remainder
47-In4eflnite
number
48•Swisa canton
49-Froe of
60-Staft
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DOWN
1 -Float
2.Solo
3 Game fish
4 Part of foci,
5 Man', name
6 Glum
7 Poker stake•
8 Mint
9 A elate
ta3br 1
10 Girl's
nickname
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WANTED - Man for nearby Rawlesh business in S. è E. Calloway
0o. or Alia-ray. Pannanent U you
are a hust.ler. Good proftrit Poe
pal:lc-awe. write Rawkieh. Dept.
KYK-1000-103, Freeport, M.H-ITP
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HEAD?
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SHY T' LET
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FACE!!
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FURNITUrE
SAVE S59.00
French Provincial by Bro.hill. Oval$3348
Fable. 6 Caneback Chairs

ON
TI
CA
VA
FR3EE
CARE FREE DAYS

NOW

$9°7900

$19.9 $169°°

SAVE $40.00
Brasilia Breakfront. Broyhill\
famous oil stain fini.h

$199 $159°°

837.00
s•tic top round Earl. Nmerican
Table. I Dtinb-e side h..irs. hard
rot k maple

$177 $145°°

SAVE 870.00
Tell( it. Hard Rock M lair Table.
!teen& 42 .ind I \lairs ( hairs

$177 $107°°
$261 $19900

*NVE $46.011
Incomparable Saga by aroyhill, 7- $261
P,. Dining Room Suite Mit& Egan 'Gable

s)15oo

$247

17I°°
$305 $199°°
$12900

Vear around You'll find a treasure of things to do,
to coin., to explore, fi-un the ITI•Mle I all arrive,
(1(11 unexpected delights as moonlight diming be-

SAVE $20.00
Solid Northern Hard Rock Maple $149
. with glass door china
Buffett.

$114

SAVE $15.041
Solid Northern Hard Rock Maple
i. with Hutch TopP,,,ffrt

$99°°

REGULAR
•
„
00
n...,
51 0
:
4inViEern
S.0
(

SAVE ON

SOFAS
RF(;',"1..AR

NOW

$346

SAVE $70.00
Hand q Jilted teaut. by Broyhill.
traditional t.ling in a qualit. sofa

$328 s258"

$270°°
$288 :100

$304
!pa( k

$214°°

SAVE ON

LAMPS
f/F.GULAR

NOW

SAVE $30.00
Elegant brass and alabaster, silk
shades. The pair

$73

$um

SAVE $30.00
Striking black marble base. brass
trim, silk shades. 1 he pair

$73

$43"
$5400
slow

SAVE MINI
Antique white with brass, perfect
for French
SAVE $11.00
Brass and China Base, scalloped
silk shades. The pair

$65
$59

SAVE 810.00
30-x41' Table,
Four Chairs

SAVE ON'

SAVE 115.00
Early American Sofa by Broyhill,
Extra High Back. Three ushions
SAVE $50.00
Two Piece Early Ameris an Sults,
Three ushion Sofa. 1A ingback
SAVE $50.00
Early .Americaa two-piece Suite,
3-Cushion Sofa. Matching ( hair
SAVE $40.00 ,
Two Piece Suit! in Supported Vinrl, T-CushionsLin Sofa sad Cbair
SAVE Sfi9.011
Twp-Piece Beige Nylou Suite.
Foam. Zippered Cushions
SAVE $30.04)
Two-Piece Danish Mogiern Walnut $179
Frame, 3-Cushion Sofa. loose Pillow Hack

513400
$263°°
s197oo
smoo
$1749°

SAVE $30.00
High Back Contemporary Chair,
Kench madu by Bartel

AR

NOW

SAVE S15.00
Solid Northern ( berry
4 Drawer Chest

SAVE 8100.00
18th (Pillory by Bassett. ilirce
ailareScle with Prr.:er 8c.1
SAVE 8178.40
Eorwari 71) by Rro-hill, f piece
Suite with Triple Dreyscr

SAVE $1500
High back Upholstered Rocker,
Bros hill. nylon tapestry

$69

$54°43

$30.00
S
Traditional staling h. Broyhill,
diamondback in rich brown fabric

$69

$3900

SAVE SI5.00
Pillow back with T-Cushions.
Ss otchguard ( o‘ers

$74

$5900
_

SlVE 5?1.00
Rocker swivel by Broyhill. rich
Ariieric.rn styling

$89

$6400

SAVE .530.00
Traditlona' style by Broyhill, delicate "oh white" fabric

$89

:5900-

%9

$3900

SAVE $30.011
French Provincial by Brovhill,
rwitwood triin, arm sleeves

S %VC $70.00
Ihree Piece Suite with Plastic
type Double Dresser 44.: Book ase Itl

$179

SAVE 810.00
rxtra High Back. Recliner, supported grained plastic

$79

$6900

SAVE. 870.00
-Three piece Danish Oiled Walnut
Nine Drawer Triple Dresser

$249 $1.790('

SAVE $10.00
Three position Recl)ner. foam
seats„ supported plastic

$69

$5900

$154"

$140°
$149"
454"
sl99oo
$ 1 79"
siloo

SAVE 1170.00
French Pro..incial by
Double Dresser.( hair Back Bed,
1 Drawer (4)..0

$289 $11°

SAVE $65.00
Solid Hard Rock Maple 3 Piece
Suite with Double Dresser

$317 05')

SAVE $75.00
Brasilio by Broyhill. 3-Pi
with Double Dresser

•1•1•10

SAVE ON

EXTRA SPECIALS

,„,„ $338.85 $263°

SAVE $70.00
Italian Provincial by Broyhill 3 Pc.
Suite it h Marble Top Triole Dre.ser

$299 $229°

SAVE $60.041
Three Piece Bedroom Still,' VI it h
Triple Dresser. 11.001(#.1se Bed.

$179 $109

Extra Long Mirror
SAVE 550.00
Three Pc. Italian Pro.ii id Suite,
Formica Top Panel Red

$239 $179I I
$471

•
SNIT $76.00
3-Piece Peen ( olon. b. Bro. hill.
Double Dresser. ( hair Rack Red

R G

Pt

ST XI (II ND( uu Niipporteil
Ith tall back

oNt HOLE C

$399 I I

$375 $299 I I

SAVE 10;1.00
Famous Saga by Broyhill, 1-Piece $290
Suite, in Oiled Walnut

$44ill #sie
)
Li•)•

1 Alt

ONLY

1'1 ‘TF01111 ROCKER with plastic
(iv i•recl arrin,

111155 ;Ii

SAVE $72.00
Open Stock French Pro% ini ial
. hest on I ilf•A. C:1114. Red
Triple fl

41

•• A

$7900

$641K
$89 $60 I I
$299 $199°0
$377 si99°
(

s

•

$5900

$89.50
$119

$99

SAVE $29.00
Solid Northern Cherry
Chair Back fled

$7900 •

$109

SAVE 840.00
Early American Chair by Bartel.
High Back. Patented Print

$169 $124 I
$149 $104°

Vi $45.00
Solid Northern Cherry.
Double Dresser

$199 $14900
$189 514900
$169 $9900
$179
$189
$249
$239
$249

SAVE $30.00
French Provincial by Broyhill,
1..Ntra High Wing Back

S1VE $15.00
Solid Northern Clicrr.
Triple Dresser

$2391.179"

SAVE 830.00
Queen Size Hide-a -Red. Latex
Robber Cushions, Vin.I Cover
SAVE $35.00
2-piece Early American Suite, 3 Cushion Sofa. Alaple Frame
SAVE $50.00
2-piece Early American Suite,
patchwork cover, maple trim
SAVE $50.00
!.Piece French Provincial Suite,
3-Cushion Sofa, Elegant cover
SAVE $100.00
4-Piece Contemporary Suite, Sofa.
• Chai, High Back Chair with Stool

NOW

REGULAR

Fo-f,',.1

NOW

$1690°
$249 199"'
$239 $180°
$219
$328
$282
$249
$199
$229

CHAIRS

BEDROOM

$249 $149"
$229 $129°°

sofa by Broyhill, 3Cushion. tufted Back. Nylon Cover
SAVE $100.00
Traditional Sofa by Broshill. T
Cushions. Ns Ion Co.er
SA %F: 5410.00
Traditional Sofa b. Broyhill. 3- $229
Cushion. Hand Tufted Rai k
SAVE 550 00
Lite.
!Piece Traditional s
Rubber Cushions. Arm steeses
SAVE $50.00
e French Proyincial. Rich
two
Ironwood Trim, Three( ushion Sofa
SAVE $85.00
( ontempoi ary Sofa hs Bros hill.
loose Cushion Back, Nrm Slee.es
SAVE F65.00
Hand Quilted Sofa b. Bro. hill.
Seedellguart1 over. Traditional Style
SAVE $85.09
I ark Ameriaan Sofa by Broyhill.
st oh( hruard emir/, maple trim
S1VE $50.00
Two-piece Early American Suite.
Three Cushions, Sofa, Maple Trim
SAVE $25.00
Early American Hide-a-Red.
"Queen Sire Mat." Latex Rubber (•ushions

SAVE 875.00
Hand quilted French Provincial.
Scotchguard emu' bY aro% hill
-SAVE $60.00
Silken limeade Sofa elegant
French Provincial by Bray hill

SAVE $1,0.00
Top st.ling and quality by Bro.
front and loost
hillrcurved
•

SAVE $50.00'
Self edge Table, six high back
Chairs

SAVE ON

LIVINGROOM

$124 $44e0 •• I
$114 %LIN
$49 / $3900

SAVE s.le.s•
42"x7r Extension Table, Eight
WWdliv Back Chairs

ossoll, or ill One i), !!te i•o#%
side the. rIii.1 rel,rin
AtPt•
e oak shrilibert pa ios. na ike sour stAs .tt
a truly unforgettable "dream come trite".

SAVE ON

•

$740°
$5900

$99
$89

SAVE $30.00
36 x60 Extension Table, six
('hairs

YOUR GLORIOUS \•ACATION
• Champagne Upon Your Arrival
• Breakfast for Two, Served in a Roni.mtic Setting
• Delightful Luncheon, featuring "Escdpe's" Excellent Cuisine
• Complimentary Cocktails in a Fabulous Atmosphere
• Senic Cruise of Fort Lauderdale's Venetian-like Waterways
-hAv AND N16111

•

SAVE SI0C 00
Solid Northern ('herry Table.
gateleg. Dunbery(-hairs

SAVE $25.00
Self Edged Extension Table and
six high back chairs

At Sale Prices

41•4 •=1

NOW

REGULAR

Fabulous Escape Hotel
FREE WITH PURCHASE OF
$495.00 OR MORE

•-

SAVE ON

DINETTES

At The

$324.95 -$2-3-995

SAVE. S65.041
New Brasilia by Broyhill,
round pedistal table and six chairs

SAVE $100.00
Solid N..rthern Cherry Extension
Table.. Arm Chair. 5 Side Chairs

30. 1964

MONDAY - NOVEMI11

mrfinAv. XENTITCRT

•

REGULAR

SAVE 8.12.00
Elegant Italian Pro.incial Oval
Table. Arm Chair. 5 Side Chairs

TIM?fl -

•

DINNING ROOM
SAVE $30.00
French Provincial Breakfront.
true Crown glass China top

&

STORE WIDE YSALE OF FINE

SAVE ON

•

• ••••••-•

•

I.

•

•

()NI N

NOW

$19.95
$14.95
$3.95
$3.50

orstinuous tit.tment N.Ion,
1)1-I' ,(111:111C %An] ONLY

()NI. Roil, BEIGE TWEED CARPET,
per square yard

EtRLY BASSETT MARBLE TOP
T %ISLES. French Provincial

ONLY

$7995 $4995

S1NISONITE BRIDGE SETS, King size
ONIA' $39.95
tahle, four chairs

